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The primary mission of the Center for Community Development (CCD) is to channel Humboldt State University's resources to the diverse
communities of Northern California, especially the Native American communities. We have created the Messenger as a means of strengthening
relationships between the University and community groups; increasing awareness of cultural, educational, social and economic needs
throughout the region; and identifying opportunities for various groups on and off campus to work together toward common goals. We trust
you will find the Messenger interesting, informative and effective in promoting cooperative community development efforts.- CCD Staff

Task Force Report Released For Community Comment
Entitled A Design for Native American
Education, the final report of the President's Task Force on Services to Native
Americans has been released for comment
to more than 200 community constituencies, including academic and administrative offices at Humboldt State University
and Indian tribes and organizations represented on the HSU Native American Advisory Council. The stated goals of the 181page report have three major emphases:
1. A College of Native American
Affairs, to meet the educational needs of
"T!ltive Americans in HSU' s service area, in
ifomia and beyond; to develop models
Native American educational outreach,
community development and economic
development; and to create a Native American academic perspective, scholarly body
of knowledge and teaching model which
will be a unique alternative to Eurocentric
academic perspectives, knowledge and
models.
2. Demonstration/Magnet School
and Humboldt Academy Units, to meet
the educational needs of public school
Native American children and to prepare
them for entrance into community colleges
and universities.

INTHIS ISSUE

3. Task Force Recommendations in
General, to multiculturalize the HSU
campus and curriculum; specifically to
decrease prejudice, discrimination and
Eurocentric biases and to become more
"user friendly" to students of color.
The following are highlights of the 56
recommendations included in A Design for
Native American Education.
Recommendation 1 - Calls for Humboldt State University to have the mandate
in the CSU System for full development
and delivery of the innovative and comprehensive Native American education and
outreach programs recommended in the
report.
Recommendations 2 & 3 - Call for
the President and Vice Presidents of Humboldt State to demonstrate their support (in
public statements, actions and other communications) of the emphasis on meeting
Native American educational needs.
Recommendations 4 - 10 - Recommend new and modified personnel positions before the opening of the College of
Native American Affairs, including a special assistant to the provost for Native
American Affairs, a grant writer, an academic affairs minority advocate, a Native
American financial aid counselor andfulltime faculty assigned to the Indian Teacher
and Educational Personnel Program and the
Native American Career Education in Natural Resources Program.
Recommendations 11- 16 - Recommend expanded support services for faculty
and staff, including inservice education in
advisement of Native American students,
cultural awareness and sensitivity, and
cross-cultural teaching and learning styles.
Also recommended is a mentoring program
for new Native American faculty.

Recommendations 17- 21 - Provide
guidelines for hiring of Native American
faculty and staff, promotion and tenure of
faculty, and qualifications concerning
multicultural sensitivity in student advisement and mentoring.
Recommendation 22 Calls for
continuation of the high level of Native
American participation in facu1ty governance.
Recommendations 23 - 26 - Establish goals and guidelines for recruitment of
Native American students with emphases
on secondary school students and adult reentry students in the university's service
area, as well as throughout the state.
Recommendations 27-35 - Recommend expanded student support services,
including emphasis on cultural pluralism
and racial diversity in orientation programs,
cross-cultural social programs, creation of a
California State University Center for
American Indian Studies, increased shortterm loan funds for Native American students, a residential Indian Cultural Theme
House, increased faculty-student research
and mentorship opportunities, and the development of an incentive grants program
to motivate Native American students in
grades 6 through 12 to attend college.
Recommendations 36 - 44 - Establish goals and guidelines for expanded curricular offerings, including the requirement
of three multicultural content courses for all
students, creation of a special budget for
Native American language teaching materials, expansion of the HSU Library's collection about Indians in the university's
serviceregion,offeringofamajorandminor
in Native American ssudies, offering of a
master's degree in Native American social
work, incorporation of culturally diverse
(cont'd on page 6)
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Program Coordinator Foresees New Direction in
American Indian Language and Literature Program
Since it was established in 1966, the
Center for Community Development has
designed and implemented innovative projects to meet fundamental needs of the Native American community. For the past
ftfteen years, the Center's major project has
been the American Indian Language and
Literature Program, which coordinates the
work of linguists, curriculum specialists,
teachers, students and community members in an effort to document and reinforce
traditional Indian cultures of Northwestern
California. The program presently provides financial support and technical assistance to fourteen consultants who conduct
public school classes in the Hupa language
at Hoopa, in theY urok language at McKinleyville and Pecwan, in the Tolowa language at Crescent City, and in the Karuk
language at Happy Camp and Orleans.
Language Program Coodinator Nancy
Richardson-Riley (of Karuk- Yurok descent), has been involved in various aspects
of Indian language preservation and restoration since her enrollment in Humboldt
State's Bilingual Education Training Program and Indian Teacher and Educational
Personnel Program in 1981. She was
awarded a Multiple Subjects Teaching
Credential with bilingual/cross-cultural
emphasis in the Karuk language in 1988
and became coordinator of the American
Indian Language and Literature Program in
1989. In that capacity, Ms. Riley has primary responsibility for program design,
curriculum development, selection and training of teaching elders and aides, and coordination with public school districts and
community organizations.
In a recent interview, Ms. Riley reaffrrmed the Center's commitment to assist in
the preservation and restoration of native
languages of the area, noting the commitment is threefold:
(1) to continue support of existing
language programs in elementary and secondary schools serving the Hupa, Karuk,
Tolowa and Yurok tribal communities;
(2) to promote each community's autonomy in making decisions regarding the
curricular materials developed, the orthog-

raphy used and the overall direction taken
with its language program; and
(3) to pursue vigorously the fmancial,
human and other resources needed to ensure the success of each language program.

"IfAmerican Indian language
and culture are to survive, we
must nurture native scholarly
pursuits. "
In addition to maintaining these longstanding commitments, Ms. Riley recognizes the need to encourage, facilitate and
support community initiatives and leadership in cultural preservation. "If American
Indian language and culture are to survive,"
she contends, "wemustnurturenativescholarly pursuits. Language development among
tribal groups in Northwestern California is
entering a new era-an era characterized by
the sovereign rights of tribal communities
to decide their own future. In the years
ahead, the Center for Community Development will focus increasingly on activities
that address the restoration of local native
languages according to the expressed needs
and directions of the communities themselves."
Ms. Riley recommends the first step
in community-initiated language programs
should be assessment of the current "state
of health" of the language. Citing theresearch of James Bauman in A Guide to
Issues in Indian Language Retention, Ms.
Riley suggests the relatively small number
of fluent speakers is an indication that most
local Indian languages are in a state of
"obsolescence" and approaching "extinction." Given these states of health, the
appropriate language retention strategies
are "restoration" and "revival"-both of
which require rigorous efforts to build up
the number of fluent speakers. While language classes in the public schools accomplish important goals related to cultural enrichment---'heightening the self-esteem of
native students and enhancing the cultural

appreciation of non-native students-they
rarely produce the new fluent speakers upon
whom the future of Indian languages depends.
Ms. Riley is in the process of conceptualizing a new strategy for language retention-<>ne that emphasizes the developmr
of young scholars in the native langua
She recommends that one of the most effective ways for a tribe to ensure the vitality of
its language is to recruit and select from
among its youthful members students who
will be supported in the scholarly pursuit of
native language and in the development of
speaking fluency. She envisions a three- to
five-yearscholarshipprograrn,duringwhich
the chosen language scholar will work under
the tutelage of tribal elders, conducting
extensive research, establishing a collection of archival and anthropological materials, and reporting periodically to the tribal
community on the results of these efforts.
While some tribes may be able to draw upon
their own resources to support such scholarship programs, others will need external
support.
Having devoted ten years to native
language retention, Ms. Riley is convinced
that community initiatives and leadership
in the development of speakers are essential. "I would have to agree with Bauman
that "a language truly lives only in its spea1ers. If a language is not spoken it is eff
tively dead, no matter how many writ
materials exist in it"
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Karuk Language Restoration .Committee
Nearing Completion Of Five-Year Plan
The Karuk Language Restoration
Committee, a volunteer community action
group, will submit its frrst draft of a fiveyear Karuk Language Restoration Plan to
the Karuk Tribal Council in June of this
year. Formed two years ago at the urging of
the tribal council and concerned community members, the committee aims to ensure the preservation of the Karuk language
and culture and to facilitate their growth in
the future.
Chaired by Nancy Richardson-Riley,
the larger committee has delegated the
writing of the five- year plan to an executive
committee of eight, including (in addition
to Ms. Riley) Co-Vice Chairs Andre Cramblit and Robert Goodwin, Secretary Blanche
Keller, Jeanerette Jacops-Johnny, Alvis
Johnson (tribal chairman), Vi Silva (tribal
council member) and Vina Smith. Serving
as consultants to the committee are Dr. William Bright, who has researched and documented the Karuk language for forty years,
'ulian Lang,a tribal member and scholar
e Karuk language.
The initial task of the committee has
been to assess the community's language
needs, including the problems attributable
to the ongoing decline of the Karuk language. Based upon that assessment the
committee has determined that the Karuk
language is in a state of "obsolescence"
because:
• Most of the fluent speakers are elders.
• The number of speakers is declining
rapidly.
• Usually the language is not taught to
children at home.
• The language is inflexible--or difficult to
adapt to new situations.
• Most tribal members cannot read their
native language.
With these considerations in mind, the
committee has developed specific strategies for restoration of the Karuk language,
including (a) documentation (recording) of
- ' nt speakers, (b) long-range develop~ of new fluent speakers, (c) commu~education regarding the critical importance of language retention as a means of

In a study group on the Karuk practical writing system, Jeanerette Jacops-Johnny (standing)
and (left to right) Violet Super, Madeline Davis, Vina Smith, William Bright and Nancy Riley.

cultural preservation, (d) community involvement in the design and evaluation of
the language restoration program and (e)
community participation in activities that
provide opportunities to use the language.
According to the committee, a fiveyear effort is the minimum needed to impact positive changes in pursuit of longrange goals that realistically might take
twenty years or more to achieve. The frrst
two years will focus on the design and testing of a language restoration plan, as well as
the acquisition and development of resources. The third and fourth years will be
the "program implementation stage," and
the fifth year will focus on "program stabilization."
The committee's most recent efforts
have been directed toward the development
of a step-by-step plan of action for adoption
by the Karuk Tribal Council. Among the
most critical tasks has been the design of an
evaluation method that encompasses both
the positive and negative results of program
implementation. The committee means to
ensure that the community will learn from
its failures as well as its successes. Future
planning and programmatic improvements
will be based upon the ongoing evaluation
of language restoration efforts.

Upcoming Native American Art
Seminars and Events
The HSU Department of Art's Northern Califomia Native American Art Program, sponsored
by the Multicultural Program, will offer the following seminars in fall semester 1990:
Traditional and Contemporary Native
American Art Perspectives, taught by Brian
Tripp (Karuk) on Thursday evenings, 6-9 p.m. in
Art 102.
Ceremonial Regalia Art (Morning Feath·
ers), taught by George Blake (Yurok/Hupa) oo
weekends to be arranged in Hoopa (consent of
instructor required).
For more informatioo oo these seminars, call
the HSU Department of Art, (lfJl) 826-3624.
In conjunctioo with Indian Awareness
Week, an Indian Student and Staff Art Show
will be held in Karshner Lounge, University
Center, Sept 17-29. This event will be coordinated by Vicky Bumeu, Counselor, Native
American Career Educatioo in Natural Resources, 826-5642, and Lyn Shaw, Tutorial Director, EOP/Special Services, 826-4266.
On Friday, Sept. 28, at 7 p.m., the English
Department (826-3758) will sponsor a Native
American Poetry Reading in Goodwin Forum.
Author Linda Hogan (Chickasaw) and local
Indian poets will be featured.
On Saturday, Sept. 29, 1990, at 7 p.m.,
"Traditional NativeDressesofNorthern California" will be presented in the Kate Buchanan
Room, University Center. This event will be coordinated by Loren Bommelyn (Tolowa).
Campus cootacts include Cheryl Seidner, EOP
Admissions Oerlc, 826-4781.
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CSU Chico Approves Precedent-Setting Policy
on Return of Indian Remains and Artifacts
In the Winter 1990 issue of theMessenger, Cheryl Adams, senior anthropology major at CSU Chico, challenged the
administration and faculty of her university
and others in the CSU system to begin a
dialogue regarding the return of Indian
skeletal remains and funerary possessions
to their native communities. On March 15,
after four months of research and consultations with representatives of Northern California Indian communities and members of
academic departments-as well as formal
debates and extensive deliberations-the
Faculty Senate at CSU Chico approved a
policy to facilitate the return of the university's collections to Native American descendants. The policy was sought and
supported by University President Robin
Wilson, who has expressed his commitment to return the campus' entire collection
to the Indian people.

Assemblyman Richard Katz, who introduced legislation in January that would
require California museums and universities to return Native American skeletal
remains and associated grave artifacts to
descendants, participated in a week-long
"Reburial Summit Meeting" held at CSU
Chico in early March. Commenting on the
precedent-setting nature of the proposed
policy at Chico, he stated, "Some people
don't always wait for government to show
them the way. They know in their hearts
what is right, and they take action on their
own."
During the period of policy formation, the most heatedly discussed issue was
related to the value of anthropological collections as "irreplaceable scientific data"
versus the dignity and respect of the native
people who demanded the return of their
ancestors. Once it was decided that the

university had a responsibility to return
collections for reburial or repatriati
another difficult question arose-in the
event more than one group of Indians
claimed to be descendants, how would the
rightful recipients be determined? It finally
was decided that the university would follow the "most likely descendant" guidelines used by the Native American Heritage
Commission of the State of California in
arbitrating which groups will receive remains for reburial.
Native Americans who wish to reclaim
skeletal remains and associated funerary
possessions held in the CSU Chico collections should write to:

Dr. Robin Wilson, President
California State University, Chico
Chico, California 95929

Basic Provisions of Assembly Bill 2577
Concerning Return of Native American Skeletal Remains and Grave Artifacts
(Introduced on January 8, /990, by Assemblyman Richard Katz and co-authored by Assemblymembers Clu:u:on, Eastin, Hauser, Hayden, Hugh£s,
Polanco, Roos, Roybal-Allard and Vasconcellos, and Senators Dills, Leroy Greene, McCorquodale, Morgan, Nielsen and Vuich.)

Recognizing that numerous state agencies, private museums, and universities now possess Native American skeletal remains and associated
grave artifacts that are traceable as to origin-and that "keeping these remains in institutional collections objectifies Native Americans and fosters
the notion that these remains are collectibles"-AB 2577 proposes a method "to ensure the respectful return" of these collections to Native American
communities for ''reinterment or other disposition consistent with tribal religious or cultural practices." The bill provides that:
• Not later than July I, 1991, all public agencies and private persons,
institutions and organizations which possess Native American remains and associated grave artifacts shall compile an inventory
and identify th£ Native American group mostlik£ly descended from
th£ skeletal remains, if possible.

• NotlaJer than one year after notifiCation, those most likely descendants shall determine which, if any, items or remains th£y
wish returned and th£ manner, time and place ofth£ return and
notify th£ person or entity in possession.

• Not later than October/, 1991, all those persons and entities shall
notify th£ respective most likely descendants ofth£ items or remains
possessed and th£ circumstances surrounding th£ir acquisition.

• Til£ person or entity in possession shall return th£ items as
requested, unless th£y were acquired or are retained with th£
express consent of til£ most likely descendants.

The bill also outlines procedures for remedying disputes that may arise with regard to the disposition of skeletal remains or associated grave
artifacts. If two parties cannot resolve their grievance within 60 days, they will be given an additional15 days to agree on the designation of a third
party to assist in the resolution, or the Native American Heritage Commission shall be designated to serve as the third party. Following a 90-day period
involving the filings of a petition and a response, as well as reviews of all supporting documentation, the original two parties and third party will resolve
the dispute by majority vote.
A most important prqvision of Assembly Bill2577 is that: Any person or entity that fails to comply ... shall be ineligible to receive statefundr
and is subject to civil penalJies in th£ amount not to exceed $25,000, but shall not be less than $5,000,for each violaJion, which shall be assesS~.
and recovered in a civil action brought in th£ name ofth£ people ofth£ State ofCalifornia by th£ Attorney General or by any district attorney, co'unt,....,~
cOIUISel, or city attorney in any court of competent jurisdiction.
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CSU System Responds to Native American Heritage Commission
on Status of Indian Burial Remains
On March 9, 1990, CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds responded to a request from the Native American Heritage Commission for
port on Native American remains, associated grave goods and religious artifacts curated or housed by CSU campuses. Commenting
on the findings of the report, Chancellor Reynolds stated that "only half our campuses have any remains at all, and most of those campuses
are currently in negotiation with Indian communities regarding the disposition of the collections." She further noted that "although several
campuses have developed effective procedures, most do not have a policy," and therefore she is "preparing to issue a directive requiring
each CSU campus to establish an appropriate policy in consultation with Native American communities and with the faculty of the academic
departments involved."
The following is a summary of findings contained in the report concerning those CSU campuses that now have collections of Indian
burial remains.

Bakersfield- Anthropology Department has remains of 13 individuals, 12 from sites of known ancestry, 1 from unknown ancestry. Faculty plan to return remains to sites of known ancestry, but
no negotiated schedule is in place at this time.
Chico- Campus has inventoried collection of identifiable human
skeletons comprising 263 units. Academic Senate is currently considering a campus policy on return of remains which essentially
says the campus will deal with requests on a case-by-case basis and
the requester must submit evidence of a direct link....
Dominguez Hills- Campus has one full skeleton from the Antelope Valley curated by the Anthropology Department.
•sno- Forensic _anthropologist has collections of remains unered in the Fresno area in the 1940's and '50's. Remains from
fewer than 50 individuals, of unknown ancestry; some are 3,0004,000 years old. Professor .. . has communicated . . . with Native
American Heritage Commission member .. .. Second copy of memo
and background materials sent. .. .
Fullerton- Museum of Anthropology has a few skeletal materials
unearthed during excavations in the area, and a collection from the
Irvine Ranch property which is on 25-year loan to the museum.
Hayward- Anthropology Department has bones from approximately 40 individuals and some associated grave goods. Most of
these are Ohlone, some are Miwok. The campus approached the
Native American Heritage Commission last year, offering to return
the bones for reburial. They replied by asking Hayward for a copy
of their policy on return of burial remains. Campus has no formal
policy. No disposition of bones to date.
Sacramento - Anthropology Department has extensive collections consisting of 1,434 complete or partial skeletons, many of

these acquired during construction excavations in the Sacramento
area Since most were obtained as a result of emergency circumstances, there has been little funding or opportunity for analysis ...
. Anthropology Department's policy conforms to the Smithsonian
policy whereby remains are returned if most likely descendants can
be identified. Several collections have been returned under this
policy, and the department has ongoing discussions in the local
Indian communities.

San Francisco- Treganza Museum has no burial remains, but the
Tiburon collection does. Many . . . were unearthed during contract
work for the state or federal government and are not SFSU's to
dispose of ... . Anthropology Department recommends deliberate
policy response that allows for handling on a case-by-case basissuggests we model the Smithsonian process.
San Jose- Has four or five collections of human remains that are
under their jurisdiction, and one or two collections that belong to
other institutions. Primary concern is over Ala-329, which is one of
the three largest (60,000 elements representing 298 individuals)
collections of bones from a single site in the Western U.S. Another
140 individuals from the Ala-329 collection are on long-term loan
to SJSU from Stanford University, and it is not clear how these will
be affected by the new Stanford policy. Extensive correspondence
with the Native American Heritage Commission and .. . representative of the Ohlone Families ... . No policy.
Sonoma -Sonoma houses the California Archaeological Inventory, Northwest Information Center. The associate director of the
center is a California Indian (Porno), and he supervises the evaluation of all excavations and collections with respect to Indian
remains and grave goods. Sonoma's Anthropological Studies
Center has procedures in place for conferring and consulting with
Indian communities regarding all scientific studies involving their
communities.

Interestingly, the Campus Reports on Indian Burial Remains revealed that two CSU campuses which do not maintain collections have
In San Diego, the Anthropology Department "has no remains at this time and always
, Native American field investigator on site studies for new excavations." The Stanislaus campus has adopted the "Professional Guide
.he Preservation and Protection of Native American Remains and Associated Grave Goods" published by the California Native
American Heritage Commission as its policy.
in~;tituted policies or procedures addressing key issues.
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Reflections Of
JULIAN LANG, KARUK TRADITIONALIST
Because he moved easily back and forth
from his mother's home in Eureka, California, to
his great-grandmother's home in Somes Bar (on
the upper Klamath River) throughout his childhood, Julian Lang did not seriously contemplate
his traditional Karuk background until he left
Northern California to complete his senior year
of high school at Sherman Institute in Riverside.
"Sherman was a very strange world," according
to Lang, where he "watched a teacher throw the
innards of a dissected frog into the face of a
Navajo student. It was 1969---probably the last
year of blatant racism in public schools--and I
realized the system was meant to acculturate
Indians. Oddly, it also was the first time I was
considered 'smart' and advised to go to colleg~l'd never been told that before."
It was a year later at the Clyde Warrior
Institute at UCLA that Lang was introduced to a
unique curriculum that "was probably the forerunner of Native American studies. They were
telling the truth about Indians." Lang likens his
experience at Clyde Warrior to somewhat of a
"primer" for having an anthropological and
sociological perspective on his own life and
culture.
Offered an opportunity to attend UCLA,
which he considered "too gigantic," Lang opted
instead to transfer to CSU Fullerton, where he
studied music. But those were the "radical days
of demonstrations and fights with the cops over
the Vietnam War and facism," and after half a
year at Fullerton, he returned to Northern California.
In the rnid-70' s, Lang was "inducted by the
Indian community" into the directorship of the
Santa Rosa Indian Center. I never before wanted
to work in Indian organizations because of the
community infighting and disruption of personal relationships I'd seen. But I was able to
build an organization that started with a planner,
secretary and me, to an organization with 45
employees and many community programs. I
learned you don't have to give up your beliefs-you can use the system to make things culturally
relevant."
In 1979, the Karuk Tribe became federally
recognized. Because his happiest memories had
been with them, Lang moved to Happy Camp to
assist the Karuks in establishing their tribal
organization. After less than a year, his enthusiasm for politics waned, and Lang began a five- ·
year "mountain experience" in search of himself. "I was re-evaluating who I was and who I
wanted to be. Some of my relatives talked me
into participating in the ceremonies. I began a
spiritual odyssey .. .five years later, I found
myself conducting the ceremonies. Because I
had studied the Karuk language, I was a natural
candidate to get into ceremonial work. It was

being done by people who knew the procedures,
but not the language."
Lang began teaching the Karuk language
through the Center for Community Development at Humboldt State University in 1981. He
spent the winter months listening to Karuk music
recorded in 1926 by Helen H. Roberts. "I was
listening, painting, drawing and talking to elders-trying to figure out what it all meant-the
experience obviously had a lot of meaning. I
kept tapping back into broader and broader,
older and older bodies ofknowledge. The music
was older than most of the elders."
Finally Lang's work led him to study Karuk
mythology. "I came to regard the myths as our
traditional body of knowledge, rather than 'stories' or 'folk tales.' Our basic geography is in the
myths-I could fmd the places of the mother and
her ten lion cubs. I could see the two sisters and
their dog. I saw the place where coyote slept and
hisheadrest. Itwasoutrageous! Themythscontained the truth-intuition had led me to the
truth-everything in the myths really existed."
"During that time of study, I had incredible
support from my family, especially my greatgrandmother Bessie Tripp and my grandmother,
Elizabeth Conrad. They supported my study of
the language, which is so precious to the oldtimers. From the language comes the cultural
view of what the world really is, what will make
us better peopl~it is the seriousness of the
language that is missed in most classes that focus
on literal translations."
Lang remembers 1982 as one of his most
difficult years.
Asked to be his tribe's
fataveenan-the ceremonial personification of
1/cxareeyav, or "the one who makes things good"
(God )-the decision "was very difficult because
I knew my great-grandmother would pass away
that year. She had been a great inspiration. I
knew I would not be able to attend her funeral
because of the taboos against participating in
any social functions, from gatherings to intimate
relationships. I did serve, and my grandmother

Task Force Report con 't.
teaching and learning styles in all teacher
preparation courses and coordination with
north coast tribal leaders to create a curriculum in tribal governance.
Recommendations 45 • 48 - Call f1
ongoing evaluation systems to study the
educational and cultural climate of the university as it relates to the success of Native
American students, as well as the success of
women and all people of color. Also recommended is a study of residential conditions
as they affect success at the university.
Recommendations 49 - 54 - Focus
on community outreach activities, including the creation of academic and cultural
unitsoftheHumboldtAcademy in the larger
Native American communities of the north
coast and the creation of a fully accredited
magnet high school with a residential option for students who desire a curriculum
within Native American cultural traditions.
Recommendation 55 - Calls for the
creation of a College of Native American
Affairs to offer unique curricula, community outreach and student support services
for Native Americans throughout the state.
Recommendation 56 -Recommends
that the California State University Center
for American Indian Studies and the cur- _
riculum in tribal governance become part r
the College of Native American Affait
when it is created.
Lang cont'd
passed away. I guess the good luck I have had
since then could be attributed to my abstinence."
Since that time, Lang has taught the Karuk
language and culture in preschool, elementary
and secondary schools, as well as through the
Bilingual Education Training Program at Humboldt State. "I always try to differentiate between teaching words or vocabulary and imparting knowledge. Our language is how our concepts are conveyed-the sky is no longer the
'sky,' but 'that which is above us.' Offield
Mountain is no longer 'Offield Mountain, ' but
'Ikxariyatuuyship'--God's mountain. I use the
language to convey traditional knowledge and
concepts rather than simply for purposes of communication and conversation." This, according
to Lang, is the essence of the language.
As a consultant to the Center for Community Development, Julian Lang has developed
Karuk myths and linguistic materials from archival research conducted throughout the state. His
work involves retranscribing, translating and
reorganizing published and unpublished K~"' .materials. Lang also serves as a contributii
editor to News from Native California, pu}>.:
lished by Heyday Books in Berkeley, California.
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Tribal Development -A 1990's Strategic Initiative
by A. David Lester, Executive Director, Council of Energy Resource Tribes
.!Sented at the RES '90 conference of The
ational Center for American Indian Enterprise
Development, Mar. 27,· 1990, Mesa, Arizona)

Our elders have left us many toolsmany strengths-and perhaps none as powerful as our spiritual heritage. Our elders,
many long since departed, prophesied of
these times our people suffer-the hard
times our earth now suffers. They also
prophesied that our day-the day of the Red
man, the Indian-would return. For those
who doubt, look around you. We are part of
a movement that grows with each heartbeat.
Each one of you here today represents yet
thousands more of us who work each day,
praying and struggling for our day of prosperity-when we can again enjoy our lives
in self-governing tribal societies, safe from
internal upheaval and external threat.
I want to share what I have learned
from you about these five points: (1) The
Big Picture, (2) Scoring the Big Picture, (3)
Lessons Learned from Successful Tribal
Development, (4) Three Strategic Arenas
<>nd (5) How to Tell Development from
·nipulative Exploitation.
First, let's consider the "Big Picture"-which is tribal development. Tribal
development has three basic elements:

• Political Development - the institutions, processes and services of government Picture this as the base of an openended triangle. Without a basis in selfgovernment, no society of humans can
find self-expression in any real sense.
• The second side of the tribal development
triangle is the development of an integrated, balanced, stable economy. The
exchange of the goods and services of our
labors is an activity as old as the human
race itself. Without this we cannot be free
people.
• The third side of this triad is perhaps the
ingredient that is most fundamental, that
makes the other two triangular sides
work. That is the human and social development-not merely the actualization of
1e individual, as important as that isut also the continued development of
our culture and our society that gives
context to our personal development.

The center of the triangle is the living
corpus of the tribe-the nations who are the
first nations of this great land. Within this
corpus the tapestry oflndian tribes is woven
from the threads of political, economic and
social development. It is this work of art
that we are now charged to protect, to manage
and to develop consistent with our own
values and priorities--and in so doing, we
honor our creator. The purpose, the motivation and the strength of tribal development
flows from this tribal, cultural and spiritual
base. We in this generation not only seek to
preserve it, but to affirm it by putting it into
practice in tribal development.
How can we "score the Big Picture"
of tribal development? There are three indicators: gross reservation product, economic leakage and economic multiplier.
To sustain, over time, a positive trend in
these indicators requires the mobilization
of tribal, political, economic and human
assets consistent with cultural values. Hence
they do measure tribal development
The "lessons learned from successful
tribal development" are:
(1) A tribe is a separate political, cultural and economic entity.
(2) While separate from other entities, a tribe exists within and interacts with
other political, cultural and economic systems in regional, national and international
marketplaces.
(3) Conventional thinking perpetuates the status quo and therefore does not
promote tribal development.
(4) All successful tribal development
efforts, from ~hild development to economic development, have one common
attribute-local tribal control.
Local tribal control begins with the
vision-without the vision, the people suffer. Then comes the acquisition of knowledge, skill and information necessary for attainment of the vision. Finally comes the
will to convert vision to action-to overcome the contradictions that arise to confuse and blur the vision.
Tribal control is necessary for success, and there are "three arenas" for strategic action: tribal governance, tribal economy and tribal/and base. Again, governance is comprised of institutions, processes
and services; the tribal economy, of cultur-
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ally based policy-to manage the economic
base, which includes tax base control and
mechanisms for reinvestment. No modem
society or economy can long exist without
the policies and the means to implement
them-to protect, manage and develop a
balanced, stable, diversified economy.
The third arena for strategic action is
land base control, which includes not only
the geologic and other scientific resource
characterization of the land, but the legal
descriptions as well. For Indian tribes, it
means the environmental, cultural and spiritual qualities of the land. Tribal control
means combining political jurisdiction with
proprietary rights to protect the tribal corpus from external manipulation and exploitation while promoting sound management
and prudent development of tribal assets in
all three strategic arenas.
Now I want to share the basic principles which will help us distinguish tribal
development from tribal exploitation. True
development is based upon the principles
of: (a) empowerment of tribes,(b) enhancement of tribal values, (c) lasting positive results, and (d) sustainability.
The result of such development is the
nurturing of our trust in our own values, in
our own thinking, in ourselves and in our
societies. This is the essence of positive
self-image and healthy self-confidence. Let
us today, in 1990, commit ourselves to the
proposition that you and I, your tribe and
mine, may enter the 21st Century on our
own terms-that we may once again enjoy
as a people the benefits of properous and
safe tribal societies.
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Indian Stick Games Featured At HSU Cultural Activity Day
On April14, 1990, HSU's Native American faculty and staff hosted a Cultural Activity
Dayforthecommunity-at-large. Thedayopened
with an Easter egg hunt for the youngsters,
welcoming ceremonies and a potluck barbeque.
Cultural activities began with songs by the Red
Cedar Drum. Singing with the group were Dave
Anderson, Russell and Sandy Boham, Steve
Cortinages, Bruce, Kristin and Loren Kay, and
Mervin Wright. Jr.
Next came the Indian stick game, a traditional sport likened to lacrosse, in which three
pairs of opposing players outfitted with long,
hooked sticks, wrestle and race their way to a
"tossle" that is thrown toward--and fmally
over-a goal line at the end of the field (using the

stick). Participants in the stick games are shown
below.
Other cultural activities enjoyed at the gathering included storytelling, eel tasting and dedication of the redwood dugout canoe recently
built by Indian Artist in Residence George Blake
and a group of Native American students at
HSU.
Held in conjunction with the day's events
was HSU's first Indian women's basketball
tournament. Participating teams were the California Girls, sponsored by United Indian Health
Services and coached by Rick Collins, theHoopa
Hotshots, sponsored by Earl Griffith, Sr., and
coached by Leo Carpenter; and the Humboldt
Native Honeys, sponsored by numerous HSU

offices and coached by Lisa Ganuelas and Ed
Whipple.
The hosting Honeys took the tourney, v
MVP Brandi McKinnon leading teamnm
Tiffany Allgood, Irma Amaro-Davis, Melanie
Bryan, Lisa Ganuelas, Carol Larson, Toni Martinez, Jody Peters, Jeanette Sawley and Sherri
Thompson. The ladies are looking forward to a
bigger and even better tournament next year.

Coached by veterans Virgil Moorehead, Sr., and Steve Baldy, players (clockwise from top left)
JimmyMoon,l/I,RogerLara,DavidBaldy,RedS/cyRojas,BronsonMoonandVirgiiMoorehead,
Jr. (Photo courtesy of Pat Moorehead.)
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